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Abstract The self-excited spanwise homogeneous perturbations arising in shock-
wave/boundary-layer interaction (SWBLI) system formed in a hypersonic flow of
molecular nitrogen over a double wedge are investigated using the kinetic Direct
Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method. The flow has transitional Knudsen and
unit Reynolds numbers of 3.4 × 10−3 and 5.2 × 104 m−1, respectively. Strong thermal
nonequilibrium exists downstream of the Mach 7 detached (bow) shock generated
due to the upper wedge surface. A linear instability mechanism is expected to make
the pre-computed 2-D base flow potentially unstable under spanwise perturbations.
The specific intent is to assess the growth rates of unstable modes, the wavelength,
location, and origin of spanwise periodic flow structures, and the characteristic
frequencies present in this interaction.
1 Introduction
The identification and analysis of potential growing modes in unsteady, laminar
hypersonic flows is essential to predict the possible transition to turbulence, which in
turn affects the aerothermodynamic loads on the surface of an embedded body. This
work concerns an Edney type-IV/V SWBLI system [1] in a molecular nitrogen flow
over a double wedge which exhibits complex flow dynamics characterized by thermal
nonequilibrium, a flow recirculation zone near the hinge of the two angular surfaces,
shear layers downstream of the triple point and above the recirculation zone, and
_-shocklets [2]. In particular, understanding of these phenomena at unit Reynolds
number, 𝑅𝑒1, on the order of 105 m−1 using the stochastic DSMC method [3]
provides highest fidelity for shock dominated flows. The DSMC method is valid for
a broader range of Knudsen numbers than Navier-Stokes equations; as a result, the
critical treatment of strong shocks (M1.6) [4, 5, 6], the rarefaction effects such as
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the velocity and temperature slip [7, 8, 9, 10], thermal nonequilibrium [3, 7], and the
temporal evolution of self-excited perturbations are natural outcomes of the DSMC
approach [11, 12, 13].
Fig. 1: SWBLI interactions for the
previous, three dimensional (3-D),
symmetry-imposed, hypersonic flow
of nitrogen over the double wedge [14]
at 0.4 ms [7].
Tumuklu et al. [13] studied a 2-D (span-
wise independent) flow over a double wedge
and demonstrated decaying modes using
proper orthogonal decomposition (POD).
The flow took 0.9 ms to reach steady-state
and the recirculation zone of 36 mm length
was developed at the hinge. Previously, the
authors studied a three dimensional (3-D)
flow over a double wedge with a finite half-
span of 50.8 mm [7] by imposing a symme-
try plane at the center of the span, as shown
in Fig. 1. The flow was found to be un-
steady for 0.57 ms of simulation and started
to exhibit 3-D structures inside the separa-
tion bubble and at the reattachment point.
Figure 2 shows the third spatial mode ob-
tained from a POD analysis of 0.4 to 0.57 ms
DSMC data of streamwise velocity. Span-
wise striations are less prominent towards
the free edge of the wedge because of the
spanwise acceleration of the gas can be ob-
served. It is challenging to understand the
origin of such striations and to determine their characteristic wavelength in the pres-
ence of flow pressure relief induced by the finite span. Therefore, to understand the
unsteady dynamics of this SWBLI system, a simpler, spanwise periodic case has
been undertaken [15], as shown in Fig. 3 describing the simulation setup.
The specific goal of this work is first to understand whether the 2-D base flow
remains stable under spanwise homogeneous, self-excited perturbations. The pres-
ence of strong recirculation zones and shear layers is a recipe for generation and/or
amplification of self-excited spanwise perturbations through linear instability mecha-
nisms [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. If these perturbations do not damped out, naturally,
then the amplitude of the disturbance characteristic wavelength is amplified in the
SWBLI system and resulting spanwise periodic flow structures occur with a peri-
odicity of this wavelength [17, 19, 23, 24]. If this occurs, the spatial and temporal
characteristics of such structures, their origin, and growth rate will be investigated
in this work.
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Fig. 2: The contours show the third spatial mode on a slant plane 3.44 mm above and
parallel to the upper wedge and between the boundary and shear layers. Along the
span, the symmetry plane and spanwise opposite edge are at Y=60 and at 9.2 mm,
respectively.
Fig. 3: New, span-periodic setup.
DSMC performs advection of simulated
particles, each of which represents a large
number of real molecules, for a duration
of a discrete timestep [3]. Then the par-
ticles are mapped on to discrete cells of
the collision mesh encompassing the flow
domain. From each cell, particle pairs are
selected using appropriate collision cross-
sections, and post-collisional instantaneous
velocities are computed. Note that the par-
ticles also reflect from embedded surfaces
using gas-surface collision models and are
introduced, removed, or reflected from the
domain boundaries. The macroscopic flow
parameters such as velocity and tempera-
tures are extracted from the particles’ in-
stantaneous velocities using statistical rela-
tions of kinetic theory [3, 25, 26]. In complex 3-D flows, billions of computational
particles are simulated to satisfy the numerical requirements. This is achieved by
the Scalable Unstructured Gas-dynamics Adaptive mesh-Refinement (SUGAR-3D)
code that has been demonstrated to scale well on many thousands of CPU-cores [7].
By using SUGAR-3D, a preliminary spanwise periodic case was simulated [15] for
0.25 ms with a span length of 72 mm, (twice the size of the separation length), which
revealed 7.2 mm long spanwise periodic structures downstream of reattachment.
With this estimate, a 28.8 mm span case was simulated using 19,200 processors with
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∼60 billion particles and ∼4.5 billions collision cells in a (400 × 144 × 400) octree
grid. The input parameters are given in table 1, whereas the convergence and span
independence is demonstrated in Appendix.
Table 1: Simulation parameters for a flow of molecular nitrogen over a double wedge.
Parameters Values
Mach number, M 7
Unit Reynolds number 52,200
Freestream Knudsen number 0.0034
Freestream number density, n/(m3) 1 × 1022
Freestream gas temperatures𝑎/(K) 710
Surface𝑏 temperature, 𝑇𝑠 /(K) 298.5
Timestep, Δ𝑡/(ns) 5
Mesh refinement interval/(`s) 5
𝑎 Translational, rotational, and vibrational temperatures are denoted as 𝑇𝑡𝑟 , 𝑇𝑟𝑜𝑡 , and 𝑇𝑣𝑖𝑏 ,
respectively. For thermal relaxation Larsen-Borgnakke model with Millikan-White expression for
vibrational probability is used. 𝑏 The surface is fully accommodated.
2 Small-Amplitude Disturbances
The small amplitude disturbances are seen to grow in the recirculation region and




(𝑈 −𝑈𝑏)2 +𝑉2 + (𝑊 −𝑊𝑏)2 (1)
where 𝑈, 𝑉 , and 𝑊 are bulk velocities in the streamwise (𝑋), spanwise (𝑌 ), and
streamwise-normal (𝑍) directions, respectively, whereas 𝑈𝑏 and 𝑊𝑏 are respective
2-D base flow values at a given 𝑋 − 𝑍 location. Six spanwise periodic structures
can be identified in the shear layer above the separation bubble. Note that to plot
the iso-contours, the velocities in Eq. 1 are sampled only for 200 timesteps (1`s)
from the time instant of t=0.06 ms and as a result, suffer from statistical scatter. The
time instant t=0.06 ms is roughly the end of transient period, as seen from Fig. 4b,
which shows the temporal history of residual kinetic energy. These structures change
dynamically on the same time scale; therefore, they cannot be sampled for a longer
duration. Later, as the disturbance amplitude increases, such structures are expected
to become more prominent. Furthermore, from Fig. 4b, a low frequency sinusoidal
variation is observed from 0.13 ms. Such variation is also seen at probes located at
the separation point, which is analyzed in Sec. 3.
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(a) Iso-contours of |𝐾𝐸 |2. (b) |𝐾𝐸 |2 at probe ‘S5’, denoted in Fig. 5a.
Fig. 4: Figure 4a shows spanwise periodic structures in the shear layer above the
separation bubble at time t=0.06 ms and Fig. 4b shows the temporal history of
spanwise averaged residual kinetic energy.
3 Frequency Analysis
Spanwise averaged pressure residual at the reattachment location, shear layer down-
stream of the triple point, and inside the separation region is shown in Fig. 5b. It is
seen that flow is unsteady, and the case needs to be run further to understand the
long-time behavior of flow evolution. Notice a dip in the residuals at nearly 0.135 ms
in the shear layer and the separation indicating that these dynamics are coupled. Such
a decrease is also seen at reattachment at 0.16 ms, indicating a delayed response to
the region of reattachment. Inside the separation region, a low-frequency wave is
seen to originate after the decrease at 0.135 ms. An 8.5 kHz of frequency oscillation
is seen at probe S2 at the foot of separation in Figs. 5c. Later, because the separa-
tion shock moved upstream, the delayed frequency oscillation is seen to develop in
probe S1. Furthermore, to understand the high frequencies present in residuals, the
power spectral density (PSD) of the pressure spectra from 0.1 ms to 0.27 ms was
computed. At the reattachment and shear layer, many high frequencies ranging from
30 to 300 kHz are observed. Figure 5d shows a dominant frequency of 35 kHz at
reattachment, whereas, in the shear layer, it is 46 kHz (not shown). These frequen-
cies also exist inside the separation bubble (not shown). Note that the frequency
resolution for the current analysis is 6 kHz. Further analyses performed with a finer
resolution on probe data obtained at longer times (0.9 ms) will be described in a
journal paper [27].
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(a) Numerical probes overlaid on contours of
streamwise velocity at Y=14.4 mm.
(b) Pressure residual at probes ‘R’, ‘SL’, and
‘S3’.
(c) Low frequency oscillations at the separa-
tion point.
(d) PSD for data at probe ‘R’.
Fig. 5: Underlying frequencies in the temporal history of spanwise averaged pressure
residual at numerical probe locations denoted in Fig. 5a inside and at the foot of
separation bubble, at reattachment, and inside shear layer downstream of the triple
point.
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4 Conclusion
In summary, the self-excited spanwise perturbations are formed in the shear layer
above the separation bubble, and its imprint is noticeable in spite of the statistical
scatter present in the stochastic DSMC method. Spanwise periodic structures appear
intermittently but are prominent in the shear layer above the separation bubble. A
presence of 8.5 kHz low frequency is observed in residuals of streamwise velocity
and pressure at the location of the shear layer above and inside the separation bubble.
Besides, a range of high frequencies between 30 to 300 kHz are present in the shear
layer downstream of triple point, at reattachment, and inside the separation bubble.
In particular, 35±6 and 46±6 kHz dominant frequencies are observed in the PSD of
pressure spectra at reattachment and shear layer downstream of the triple point. A
detailed analysis confirming the prediction of the linear nature of instability will be
presented in a journal paper, shortly. In addition, the identification of the nature of
such disturbances (acoustic, vorticity waves, entropy waves) [28] will be studied in
future.
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Appendix
Figure 6a shows that local mean-free-path is comparable to the collision cell size in
the vicinity of the wedge surface inside the recirculation region and is greater than one
everywhere else, including the strong shocks. To ensure the decoupling of collisions
and movement of particles, the ratio of mean-collision-time to timestep is much
higher than one, as shown in Fig. 6b. To ensure unbiased collisions, the number of
computational particles per collision cell are at least eight in the recirculation region,
as shown in Fig. 6c, where the cell size is 1.25 × 10−5 (fourth level of refinement).
To ensure that the numerical results are independent of the chosen span length of
28.8 mm (60 billion particles), another case with 14.4 mm span length (30 billion
particles) was run, and the comparison is shown in Fig. 6e. The comparison of
spanwise averaged translational temperature as a function of time is excellent at
probe locations S4 and S5 in the vicinity of surface and further away in the shear
layer above the separation bubble. Furthermore, a stringent test of convergence is
performed on a 14.4 mm span case (30 billion particles), where the effect of doubling
the number of particles is compared in Fig. 6d. It is seen that the spanwise averaged
velocity follows the same temporal trend during the initial transient phase, where
severe changes in macroscopic flow parameters are seen. Close to the surface where
the Knudsen number is 0.9, the maximum difference in spanwise averaged velocity
is 5 to 7% at the peaks, whereas away from the surface, the difference is within 1.5%.
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(a) Ratio of local mean-free-path to the collision
cell size.
(b) Ratio of local mean-collision-time to the
timestep.
(c) Number of computational particles per colli-
sion cell.
(d) Spanwise independence in spanwise averaged
translational temperature.
(e) Convergence of spanwise averaged streamwise
velocity (U) at locations denoted in Fig. 6a.
Fig. 6: Convergence and spanwise independence of the spanwise periodic simulation.
The X-Z Contours in Fig. 6a, 6b, 6c are shown at Y=14.4 mm for the 28.8 mm span
case with 60 billion particles. Figure 6d shows spanwise independence between the
28.8 and 14.4 mm span cases with 60 and 30 billion particles, respectively. Figure 6e
shows convergence in terms of the number of particles for the 14.4 mm span case.
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